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Abstract

This critical review of a paper, which
presents Tesseract and was handed in for
the ICSE 2009, focusses on strength and
weaknesses of the idea behind Tesseract:
Visualising and exploring freely available
and loosly coupled fragments (mailing lists,
bug tracker or commits) of Free Software
development. Tesseract is thus a powerful
data miner as well as a GUI to browse the
obtained data.
This critique evaluates the usefulness of
Tesseract by questioning the fundamental
motivation it was built on, the data which
it analyses and its general applicability.
Existing gaps in the original research are
filled by conducting interviews with relevant developers as well as providing information about the internal structure of a
Free Software project.
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1 Introduction
As part of coursework for a Masters in
Security and Forensic Computing (MSSF)
students were asked to critically review
a paper from the International Conference of Software Engineering 2009 (ICSE).
I chose to review Tesseract: Interactive Visual Exploration of Socio-Technical
Relationships in Software Development
[Sarma et al., 2009]. I will refer to them as
the authors and the paper throughout this
text as the authors and the paper are the
main matter in this review.
Tesseract is a program that builds and
visualises a social network based on freely
available data from a software project
such as mailing lists, bug tracker or commits to a software repository. This network can be interactively explored with
the Tesseract tool. This tool shows how
communication among developers relates
to changes in the actual code. The authors used a project under the GNOME
umbrella named Rhythmbox to show their
data mining and the program in operation. GNOME is a Free/Libre Software
Desktop[de Icaza et al., 1998] used as default by many Linux distributions including the most popular ones, i.e. Ubuntu and
Fedora1 . To assess Tesseracts usability and
usefulness, the authors interviewed people
not related to Rhythmbox asking whether
Tesseract was usable and provided useful
information.
The paper was particularly interesting
for me because the authors analysed data
from the GNOME project. As I am a
member of that development community2 ,
I wanted to see how their approach can or
cannot increase the quality of the project.

Another focus was to help their attempt
to improve GNOME by highlighting where
they may have gaps in their knowledge of
its internals.
During this critique, I will show that
some assumptions were made that do not
hold for Free/Libre and Open Source Software (FLOSS) in general and for GNOME
in particular either because the authors
simply did not have the internal knowledge
or did not research carefully enough. Also
I will show that the used data is not necessarily meaningful and I will attempt to
complement the lacking data by presenting
the results of interviews I conducted with
actual GNOME developers. This will show
how to further improve Tesseract by identifying new usage scenarios. Lastly, this
text will question the general usefulness of
Tesseract for the majority of Free Software
projects.

2 Presenting Tesseract

Tesseract is a program that collects, analyses, cross-links and visualises data from
a software project such as mailing list
archives, source code repositories or bug
tracker. Loosely coupled fragments of distributed software development (i.e. bug reports, posts to mailing lists or changes to
source code) can be connected and interactively explored. Files which are related
semantically but not syntactically can thus
be identified, because if a set of files are often changed together, it is likely that they
have a nontrivial relationship although the
code itself does not show this connection.
Assuming that the software itself is well
designed and works fine, I am not going to
1
cmp. http://www.ubuntu.com or http://www. criticise the implementation itself. Instead,
I am going to question the usefulness of the
fedoraproject.org
2
tobiasmue@gnome.org
application by critically reviewing
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• what data was collected,

et al ([Cataldo and Herbsleb, 2008] or
[Cataldo et al., 2006]) cannot easily be
• how it was obtained and
used to prove that visualising data helps a
Free Software project at all. Nevertheless,
• whether that data is meaningful.
experience shows that if people, who are
technically skilled or leading a project,
Using a well-established name When communicate more often the project itself
first confronted with the name Tesseract, will benefit.
people may reasonably confuse it with the
OCR software that exists for more than 20
Chats not taken into account In the
years now[Wikipedia, 2009]. At the time
paper, it is assumed that everything is
of writing, a simple web search for “Tesserpublicly archived and available, when in
act” results in the first five hits being the
fact most communication is not. The
OCR software and would thus have been
importance of communication via real
sufficient to find out whether the name was
time chats (esp.
IRC), which is only
already taken. This begs the question: did
archived to a small extent, is shown
the authors deliberately choose the name
in [Shihab et al., 2009].
Other impordespite the fact that some other project
tant communication methods include priuses it, or did they not research at all
vate email, personal meetings in offices
whether it was already in use. Either way,
or on conferences. As archives of these
this is not good practice because it creates
chats between developers either do not
confusion, especially since the OCR Tesserexist or are not publicly available, the
act is well known. The choice of a name
data being collected cannot represent
does of course not influence the usefulness
the social network to a sufficient extent
of the software or the idea behind it.
[Aranda and Venolia, 2009, p. 9]. I do not
claim that there is a solution to this probUnproven
Motivation The authors lem and in fact I do think the authors do
claim that “understanding [. . . ]
the their best in gathering data, but the paper
[. . . ]
congruence between social and does not mention this problematic fact, let
technical aspects of a project is vi- alone identify this as a threat to the validity
tal ”[Sarma et al., 2009, p. 23] to motivate of their results.
and justify their development of Tesseract.
However, the referenced work that is
supposed to prove their claim evaluated Chosen small project Knowing the
closed source and highly commercial GNOME project very well, it is interesting
products only.
It is not shown that to see that the authors chose to visualise
Free/Libre Open Source Software projects the data of the Rhythmbox module. Comhave the same development models or pared to other GNOME modules, it has a
requirements as commercial closed source rather 3small code base and short commit
products.
In fact, due to their com- history . Unfortunately, the authors did
mercial nature, these products tend to not state why they tested Tesseract with
have different requirements than Free Rhythmbox and not with a bigger modSoftware projects such as time-to-market 3 cmp.
http://git.gnome.org/cgit/
rhythmbox/log/
deadlines. Thus, the work of Cataldo
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ule like “Evolution” or “GTK+”. The latter of how development is done within that
projects actually do need help in develop- special community. According to the aument while Rhythmbox is in a good shape. thors [Sarma et al., 2009, p. 31], this
I doubt that they made that decision ranwas a deliberate choice as we
domly. They may have wanted to avoid
did not want past experience or
bigger projects because it caused problems
personal information about the
either on the data collection or the data viproject to influence the developer
sualisation side.
in their investigation.
Usefulness of bug data Virtually every Free Software project that is mature and important enough has a group
of people that dedicatedly deal with incoming bug reports (called Bugsquad )
[Linstead and Baldi, 2009]. It refines the
reports and requests information from the
reporter until the bug report is good
enough (cmp. [Bettenburg et al., 2008]) to
save developers and reporters time, since
the former can deal with bug reports which
contain enough information while the latter get quick feedback in a language they
actually understand. Most of the time, a
Bugsquad member is not a member of the
development team so tracking communication patterns from the bug report database4
is not necessarily meaningful. The authors
did not acknowledge the existence of nondevelopers to change metadata of a bug
report. Tesseract may thus display developers as inactive although they are not
(false-negative). However, if a developer is
shown as active, the result is valid (no falsepositive).
Asking non GNOME people The people who were asked about usability and usefulness testing were not associated with the
GNOME project in any way. Hence, they
did not have any experience or knowledge
4

Bugzilla is the most dominant web based bug
tracking solution and is widely adopted among
Free Software projects

To test the usability of a program it is not
crucial to know how a project works, but
it certainly is for assessing the usefulness
of displayed data. The interviewees could
not know whether the data that Tesseract
showed was of any practical use for fixing bugs, advance the state of the art, or
even if it is correct at all. Thus, deliberately choosing people who have not been
involved in the project that corresponds to
the data set to evaluate “how real-life developers would use [. . . ] Tesseract for their
day-to-day use” cannot yield satisfactory
results. Instead, the question they can answer with this approach is how a project
manager would use Tesseract. As the authors admit in their conclusion, they did
not find an answer to their original question
but rather that it “benefits new developers
and managers”[Sarma et al., 2009, p. 32].
To answer their original research question, I conducted an informal interview
with two GNOME developers asking what
benefits they see in using software like
Tesseract and how they would use it on a
day-to-day basis. Since neither the Tesseract program nor the interview data were
publicly available at the time of writing,
I was not able to ask the GNOME developers the very same questions or to allow
them to try out the Tesseract program. Instead, I presented screenshots and a high
level description of Tesseract. The interviewees acknowledged the fact that it helps to
find key people of a project. However, they
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do not appreciate that from a developers,
but rather from a recruiting (head-hunter)
point of view.
According to the interviewees the information Tesseract displays is not of much
use for a developer, because it discourages
proper testing of the changes to the source
code. They prefer to interactively explore
the source code by modifying it instead of
“clicking through a GUI full of bulletpoints
and arrows”. Both agreed that they would
be more willing to use Tesseract if it could
explore the data of more than one given
project at the same time (cross-project),
but rather to see who the most active developer is, to replace or extend social coding
websites such as ohloh.net instead of having a help for fixing a given bug:

Another detail that is omitted is the time
and bandwith their data extraction needed
and whether it is possible to update the
data set incrementally. Given that Tesseract holds and visualises a large amount of
data the obvious questions are how much
memory is used during runtime and how
well the memory consumption scales.

Inaccurate Data The authors claim that
10% of their collected data could not be associated with its corresponding developer.
Given that other researchers such as Bird
et al in [Bird et al., 2008] managed to associate just 30% - 70% correctly while examining 5 major Free Software projects, it
would be interesting to know how the authors actually managed to cross-link their
data to get 90% covered. Since the authors
did not outline their method or algorithm
it is impossible to verify or replicate their
results.

Other work While the authors list different tools that almost implement the desired
functionality, namely mapping social and
technical artifacts, they did not mention an
existing tool built from the GNOME community itself (sic!). It is not clear, why
the authors wrote their own proprietary
program instead of improving the existing
approach named Pulse mainly written by
Sean McCance[McCance, 2008]. I doubt
that the authors were not aware of that approach whose development was even funded
by Google in 2009[Google, 2009].

Generality Since Tesseract mines only
publicly available data, it cannot be used
in some scenarios where the project simply does not have the raw data. Many
projects make use of so-called cannedhosting [Fogel, 2005] so that the required
data cannot be accessed, i.e. because the
database is hosted on an external server
owned by SourceForge6 and not by the
It could help stimulating ones ego
5
project. As the majority of Free Softand replace Kudos to find out
ware projects make use of canned-hosting,
who best contributor is. Open
Tesseract can only be useful for a small
Source is about pushing the ego
fraction of the Free Software projects;
anyway.
namely those who house their own infrasSince I conducted only two interviews, tructure.
the results may not be considered representative.

5

a give-away on the social coding site ohloh.net
that developers can send each other

6

sf.net is the biggest canned-hosting provider
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3 Conclusion

omissions in software repositories. pages
298–308.

Based on screenshots provided in the paper, the Tesseract software seems to be
well written and the visualisation apparently works fine. However, I have shown
that the idea behind it is not unique as
other projects try to implement the same
functionality. Although the authors did
not publish their implementation, Tesseract may nevertheless be the first program
that succcessfully cross-links and visualises
data from a FLOSS project.
While other researches have had problems linking data from various sources with
its corresponding developer, the authors
presented a powerful method that is able
to leave only 10% of the data unassociated.
Reproducing their results was not possible as they did not present details of their
method.
The usefulness of Tesseract is reduced
to a great extent by two facts. Firstly,
the assumptions made by the authors were
shown to not necessarily hold for a FLOSS
project. Secondly, since the majority of
the Free Software projects use cannedhosting, the authors powerful data extraction method is not of much use to these
projects.
I have identified not asking people related to the GNOME project as a threat
to the validity of the papers result and
filled that gap by conducting interviews
with GNOME developers. That also uncovered new usage scenarios as well as ways
to improve Tesseract.
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